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PARTICIPATION RIGHT AGREEMENT
This Participation Right Agreement is dated {Date funding success}
and made between:

Global Rockstar GmbH
Rechte Wienzeile 37/3/3
1040 Vienna, Austria
(„GLOBAL ROCKSTAR)
and
{First Name Investor} {Last Name Investor}

{Address Investor}

{Postal Code Investor}, {Country Investor}
(„INVESTOR“)

Preamble
Investor has contributed,via Global Rockstar's website www.globalrockstar.com (the
"PLATFORM"), € {Money paid} (the "INVESTMENT") to the production of the recording of the
Song {Song Name} (the "SONG") of the Artist {Artist Name} - producing the "MASTER".

Global Rockstar is a music label (GRS MUSIC). Global Rockstar was founded to support
young artists and rising talent by creating financing possibilities for music productions
through crowd investing.
On its webpage www.globalrockstar.com (the “PLATFORM”), Global Rockstar offers
music fans the possibility to support rising artists and their projects by making a
INVESTMENT toward creating and marketing the music productions presented on the
Platform (the “OPPORTUNITIES”) and receiving, in return, a share of the proceeds from
the commercial exploitation of the MASTER.

1. Subject of the Agreement

1.1
Effective {Date funding success} and in consideration of Investor's payment of € {Money paid},
the INVESTOR acquires the right to receive payment of a share ("SHARE") equal to {%
shares} % of the net proceeds from from exploiting the MASTER.
.

Net proceeds from exploiting the MASTER shall mean any and all monies collected directly by GLOBAL
ROCKSTAR from the commercial exploitation of the MASTER, less taxes (gross proceeds), and after
deduction of a distribution fee of 25 percent and the compensation to be paid to third-party providers as
provided for in clause 2.2., excluding payments from collecting societies for neighboring rights of
phonogram producers.
1.2
This Agreement does not result in any grant or transfer of rights of use to the MASTER or to the
copyright and/or neighboring rights into the SONG.
2. Obligations of GLOBAL ROCKSTAR
2.1
GLOBAL ROCKSTAR represents and warrants that it has acquired the rights of use needed for
commercial exploitation of the MASTER and will, to the best of its ability and following standard industry
practices, promote the exploitation of the MASTER in all relevant exploitation channels worldwide,
particularly streaming and download platforms.
2.2
For the purpose of exploiting the MASTER, GLOBAL ROCKSTAR has the right to make agreements with
third-party providers such as distributors, aggregators, consumer stores, app stores, etc., whose
compensation will take the form of a share of the gross proceeds from exploitation of the MASTER using
standard industry rates. The third-party providers shall be selected at the sole discretion of GLOBAL
ROCKSTAR.
3. Limitation of GLOBAL ROCKSTAR’s obligations
GLOBAL ROCKSTAR has the right to terminate the exploitation of the MASTER if the net receipts from
commercial exploitation of the MASTER come to less than €30 per year for two calendar years in a row.
If exploitation of the MASTER is terminated by Global Rockstar, there will be no further statements or
payment of proceeds from exploitation of the MASTER; any refund of the INVESTMENT is precluded
hereby.
4. Accounting and payment
4.1
GLOBAL ROCKSTAR will, starting 90 days after the release date of the MASTER, send the INVESTOR
monthly settlement statements of his SHARE to the INVESTOR’s account on the Platform or by E-mail to
the INVESTOR’s E-mail address on file. A statement is considered approved and acknowledged as
correct unless the INVESTOR objects to it in writing within 12 months after the statement date, indicating
the reasons.
4.2
As soon as the SHARE is credited to the INVESTOR’s account, the INVESTOR can withdraw the entire
amount or any portion thereof, or invest it in other OPPORTUNITIES, at his sole discretion. The
INVESTOR pays all costs connected with such withdrawals, such as bank fees, transaction fees, or other
costs.

4.3
The INVESTOR himself is responsible for the declaration and taxation of his income under this
Agreement in conformance with the applicable laws.
5. Term
The term of this Agreement will end {Term of Royalties Master Rights} years after the
publication of the MASTER.

6. Transfer of the Agreement; reversion of rights
In the event that the ARTIST terminates his agreement with respect to the MASTER in a legally valid
manner, GLOBAL ROCKSTAR accordingly will transfer to the ARTIST the rights to the MASTER and
this Agreement with all rights and duties. In consequence, the ARTIST will have the right to exploit
the MASTER at his own discretion. The INVESTOR’s claims to the SHARE from exploitation of the
MASTER will remain in force and effect against the ARTIST without change. GLOBAL ROCKSTAR
will notify the INVESTOR of the transfer of the Agreement with respect to the MASTER and will make
available to the ARTIST all information about the INVESTOR needed for settlement and payout of the
SHARE to the INVESTOR under this Agreement.

For the cases named above, the INVESTOR hereby consents and agrees to the transfer of the
Agreement and the sharing of his data with the ARTIST.

7. Investment risks
The INVESTOR is fully and completely aware of the risks of his investment, specifically
including but not limited to the fact that absent commercial success in exploitation of the
MASTER, it will not be possible to refinance the INVESTMENT from the SHARE and thus loss
of part or all of the INVESTMENT can occur. The description of the OPPORTUNITY on the
Platform contains approximate information on the streams needed to cover costs according to
current conditions.

8. Termination of account on the Platform
8.1
The INVESTOR has the right to terminate his account on the Platform at any time by deleting the
account.
8.2
If the INVESTOR’s SHARE was worth more than €50 in the calendar year prior to termination, Global
Rockstar will send the monthly statement to the INVESTOR by E-mail, provided the INVESTOR notified
GLOBAL ROCKSTAR of his E-mail address and bank account information in writing or by E-mail to
(office@globalrockstar.com). If the INVESTOR does not notify GLOBAL ROCKSTAR of his E-mail
address and bank account information in writing or by E-mail by six months after termination of the
account, at the latest, this shall represent the INVESTOR’s waiver and renouncement of future
statements and payouts of the SHARE.
8.3
If the INVESTOR’s SHARE was worth less than €50 in the calendar year prior to termination, termination
of the account shall represent the INVESTOR’s waiver and renouncement of future statements and
payouts of the SHARE.
8.4
In the event of the INVESTOR’s waiver and renouncement, GLOBAL ROCKSTAR will donate SHARES
affected by such waiver and renouncement to charitable or not-for-profit purposes.
9. Assignment
9.1
GLOBAL ROCKSTAR has the right to assign or otherwise transfer the rights acquired according to the
provisions of this Agreement and the Agreement itself to third parties, partially or in toto. However,
GLOBAL ROCKSTAR remains responsible for complying with the terms and conditions of this
Agreement.
9.2
The INVESTOR hereby consents and agrees that GLOBAL ROCKSTAR has the right to back up or store
proof of the INVESTOR’s right to participate in revenues in a protected database and/or using suitable
technologies that are currently known or will be developed or refined in the future (such as blockchain,
NFT’s, etc.), observing the applicable data protection provisions, including for the event that GLOBAL
ROCKSTAR sets up a marketplace on the Platform for selling and transferring SHARES, thereby making
it possible for INVESTORS to sell acquired SHARES to other users of the Platform in a protected
database and/or using the aforementioned technologies; GLOBAL ROCKSTAR has the right to collect a
fee equal to 10 percent of the net selling price for each sale transacted through the marketplace on the
Platform. Any assignment or transfer of the INVESTOR’s rights acquired under this Agreement beyond
the possibility described above is precluded hereby.

10. Force majeure
Neither the INVESTOR nor GLOBAL ROCKSTAR will be considered late in fulfillment of this
Agreement if the delay or inability to fulfill any of their obligations under this Agreement is
due to an obstacle that is beyond that contracting party’s control (e.g., war, invasion, civil war
or unrest, rebellion, strikes, labor unrest including lockout, pandemic, interference by third
parties in the data processing system that is beyond the party’s control, etc.). If any of these
events occurs, this Agreement shall be considered suspended for the duration of such
obstacle. When the obstacle ceases to apply, the parties will do their utmost to restore
activities conforming to the Agreement within three months.

11. Final provisions
11.1
This Investor Agreement, in conjunction with the information, statements, and terms of use
on the Platform, represents the entire Agreement between the parties. Any changes or
amendments to this Agreement must be made in writing in order to be valid.
11.2
All disputes arising in connection with this Agreement shall be construed and interpreted in
accordance with Austrian law. To the extent permitted by law, the courts of Vienna shall have
jurisdiction and venue.

Vienna, {Date funding success}
GLOBAL ROCKSTAR
vertreten durch

{First Name Investor} {Last Name Investor}

Christof Straub
CEO Global Rockstar GmbH

INVESTOR

